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MEV

DESIGNS LTD.
Home and Ofﬁce Interior Designer

In an adequate social infrastructure induced stied environment such as ours, interior
designing goes beyond just the provision of furniture, window / wall treatment and
other décor accessories.
Beyond the function of overall aesthetic appeals of space cosmetics, everyone without
doubt desires the perfect ambience in the living, working and recreational
environments to promote quality relaxation besides the enhancement of effectiveness
and efciency.
MEV Designs is meant to meet these ideal requirements.
With our requisite expertise touch, we can breathe life into your space or revive your
boring home and ofce environments by adding sparkling glow to them while putting
the therapeutic and eco effects in perspective.
Our products are cost effective; what is more in addition to our excellent after sales
service, we also offer a one year warranty but our product will surely give years of
excellent service.
A trial order will be most gratefully received or we will be glad to offer a presentation of
our products and services on an absolutely no obligation basis.
Truly yours,
For: MEV Designs Limited.

Emmanuel Imiruaye
Head, Operations
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MEET OUR
DIRECTORS
Rex Imiruaye

-

Chairman

Emmanuel Imiruaye

-

Managing Director

Jowata Edwin

-

Administration and Personnel Manager

Dabibi O. Milton

-

General Manager

Uyi Osaigbovo

-

Project Manager

Happy Williams

-

Business Development Manager

Funlola Oyeyemi

-

Financial Manager

Felix Odudu Esq.

-

Legal Consultant
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R

To be the most effective corporate citizen in the
interior solution provision business community.

OUR CLIENTELLE

OU

At MEV Designs, the effect of customer's satisfaction leading to their patronage and
recommendation drives our customer's service ethics. Our customer service culture
forbids the promotion of service delivery as a variable of social class.
Our customer service ethics is a function of our unalloyed culture of courtesy, excellent
service delivery, good customer value and consideration irrespective of our client social

To sustain our brand recognition and customers
satisfaction by leveraging on our global exposure and

background.

innovating by being responsive to the ever dynamic
world of interior décor.

MEV Designs clientele reference cut across all sectors of the economy ranging from the
nancial and real, hospitality, real estate development, public / private, services to our
esteemed retail clients etc.

OUR CORPORATE VALUE

CLIENTELLE REFERENCE

MEV Designs Limited business inclinations are rooted in its service culture of
courtesy, dynamism, honesty and passion.

OUR SERVICES
Mazars Coker & Co.g LtdMazars Coker & Co.
Century Energy Services Ltd.
Mostelle 360 Ltd.
Serve Consulting
Red Violet
Harmony Trust & Investment Company Ltd.
Globassure Tech. Ltd.
A. R. Kadiri & Co.
Wave Ventures West Africa
The Communion Church
Terra Global Ltd.
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Suru Project

Window Treatment

Flooring

Ceiling Make-Overs

Wall Make-Overs

Kitchen Designs

Wardrobes / Closets

Space Partitioning

Door Designs / supply

Bedroom Make-Overs

Furniture

Air Liquide
Damacon Engineering Ltd.
Total Consult Ltd.
Jamakex International Company Limited
Josh – Pop Limited
Lasaco Assurance Nigeria Plc.
Aelix Legal Practitioners
Miden Systems Limited…
Pierscon Nigeria Limited
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WARDROBES, PARQUET FLOORING AND BEDS

ABOUT US

M

EV Designs Limited was originally registered as M & E Ventures in the
year 1998 with interior designs and décor as its core business. The
establishment of M & E Ventures was inspired by the understanding of the
resultant effect of the environment on the physical, mental, social and spiritual
dynamism of life.
M&E Ventures conceived as an ideal and nurtured on passion and pursuit of
excellence became incorporated as MEV Designs Limited owing to the ever
increasing volume and value of its business responsibilities.

The ownership of MEV Designs Limited is wholly by Nigerians of enviable
pedigree in training, exposure and integrity to project its uniqueness. With a
background in designing, nishing, renewal, remodeling and accessorizing of living
and corporate environments over the years, we have built a database of the interior
designs industry through which we offer consultancy services to individuals /
corporate bodies on the only hand and stake holders.
Besides our strength in the art of designs and décor, our knowledge of light therapy
forms the basis of our profound skills. We are home to the casual, contemporary,
traditional and electric in décor design style options.
MEV Designs Limited is in technical partnership with reputable rms of global
presence to enhance its international operations hence its innovating pedigree in the
interior business community.
Our corporate objective is to deliver cost effective services and enhance access to
durable interior décor products that transcend beauty but therapeutic in function and
eco-friendly. MEV Designs Limited caters to individual and corporate needs
making environments relieving and exciting.
Our products are sourced from unique locales around the world. To keep the
products in good shapes, we offer maintenance services after installation and
repairs. The affordability of our products is the icing on the cake.
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BESPOKE FURNITURE

WINDOW TREATMENTS
MEV Designs, the colour, texture, nature and beauty of our window treatments are made
to enhance or complement your personality, as well as the functionality, comfort and the
welcoming ambience of your domestic and corporate spaces.
We offer you an array of choices in the form of blinds and curtains. Our blind products
come in various forms as listed below.
WOODEN BLINDS (REMOTE CONTROL OPTION)

They are classic example of window treatments
with an aura of timeless beauty. MEV Designs
wooden blind is rich in stains which highlight
the natural grain patterns besides its
impressive metallic nishes.
FEATURES
ü Excellent opaque quality
ü Great acoustic quality
ü Exceptional insulating quality
ü Manual and remote controls
ü Slant tilting, raising and lowering of blinds possible
ü Available in variety of colours
ü Available in three louvers widths of 25mm, 35mm, and

50mm
ü Easy cleaning
ü Moisture proof
ü Hands assembled and detailed
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ZEBRA/DAY & NIGHT BLINDS
They are detailed and creative work of arts. It suits your style, choice and taste. MEV
Designs offers you the big picture, to breathe life into your space with pleated blind
window treatment at a very affordable price.

BEDROOM MAKE-OVERS
Bedrooms are unarguably the most intimate part of a home and the most privacy prone.
There is more to furnishing a bedroom than just buying curtains, blinds, beddings,
wardrobes, dressing table, bed frame and other bedroom furnishings.
An ideal bedroom should exude the ambience that enhances quality relaxation, sleep and
ultimately therapeutic inspiration. At MEV Designs, the desired mood, size of the room
and economics of the designs are put in perspective before furnishing a bedroom.

FEATURES

6

ü

Various fabric

ü

Image & Pattern Styles Customizable

ü

Liner friendly to control light and enhance privacy

ü

Exotic array of Colours

ü

Unique Materials
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DOOR DESIGN/SUPPLY
Beyond their basic functions of acoustic values and security provisions, Doors, give
personality to home. While most home owners concentrate on the above functions,
aesthetics are often relegated. At MEV Designs we don't provide doors that have
complementary aesthetic appeals with your homes / ofces décor in exclusion of the core
considerations of security and acoustics.

VERTICAL BLINDS
As the name implies, they are vertical, they have great sophistication and a wide spectrum
of elegant shades.
They are the preferable choice for sliding partio doors and parge windows. MEV Designs
offers a great selection of vertical blinds at discount prices.

We provide panel doors, Decorative doors (children's), Flush doors, Bullet proof doors
and bi-fold doors in different designs and at different prices.

FEATURES
Versatility
ü Variety of shades – polyester and ber glass,
vinyl and PVC
ü Available in three widths of 55mm, 87mm, and
127mm
ü Non-shrinkable fabric
ü Dry cleanable
ü Flame retardant fabrics available
ü Privacy and light control mechanism
ü
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VENETIAN BLINDS

SPACE PARTITIONING

They are made of high quality material and are horizontal slats. Besides their strong eye
appeals, their durability and ease of operation cannot be over emphasized.
They are customizable in nishes and exotic colours and easily the widest range among
blinds.

8
FEATURES
ü Dirt resistant
ü Easy cleaning
ü Easy maintenance
ü Two control systems, electronic and manual
ü Durable
ü Thermal proof
ü Great opague quality
ü Ventilating and glare controls
ü Available in three louvers widths of 16mm, 25mm,

For space maximization, efciency and effectiveness promotion, MEV Designs offers
space partition design options with the security, privacy and functional goal of the space in
perspective.

VARIETY OF SPACE PARTITIONS.
ü The Plane Glass
ü The Frosted Glass
ü The Double Glazed
ü The Plaster Board
ü Aco Board

and 50mm
ü Can be personalized with company's logo.
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KITCHEN DESIGNS
Modern kitchens are not just food rooms, they now serve other functions – dining,
storage, passage and socializing space, considering its multiple functions, modern
kitchens designs deserve equal attention as the designs for the living and bed rooms.

ROMAN BLINDS
They are made with a fabric that collapses seamlessly into folds when raised. They add a
touch of class and elegance to any domestic or corporate space. They are customizable in
nishes and position of the lift cord.

Besides offering custom designs options to maximize your kitchen efciency, MEV
Designs supplies quality, economical, safe, elegant, stylish and eco-friendly cooking
table tops in the form of tiles and Formica; kitchen cabinets, plate racks (single or tiered)
in different colours, designs and materials – wooden, metallic, laminated etc.

FEATURES
ü Non-shrinkable fabric
ü Retractable in segments of 20cm in approximation
ü Cost effective compared to curtains
ü Washable and dry cleanable
ü Easy installation
ü Two operating systems viz; manual cord and chain

mechanism, motorized switch and remote control
ü Flexibility of placement inside or outside the recess, on
the window frame or on the wall
ü Horizontal rod, lining, piping, black out lining or scallops
options available.
ü Pretty range of fabrics in variety of colours.
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ROLLER BLINDS

WALL MAKE-OVERS

(REMOTE CONTROL OPTION)

Besides their strong aesthetic appeals, Roller blind can make all the difference in a space
from its effective and beautiful way of regulating light to giving complete privacy if
required.
The simplicity of their functions and modernity of fabrics are their selling points.

Besides their functions of providing privacy and security, walls can also add beauty and
calmness to homes.
Aside the offering of wall screeding, MEV Designs helps you make your wall colour and
décor choices complement the rest of your furnishings. One of the leading arts of giving
homes make-over is wall papering.
Wall papers come in rolls and are place onto a wall using wall paste. They are made with
delicate paper and nylon materials. With variety of colours, shades and designs ranging
from plain, stripes to nature, children attractions, automobile, celebrities backgrounds,
besides a price range that ts in with the economic disparities of individuals, personal
taste and style will surely be met. However, they may not be suitable for all areas like
bathrooms but they are removable.

FEATURES
ü Optional mounting; switch and the mechanism of

chain and spring operation system
ü Variety of fabric options; image, plane, pattern,
transparent, semi transparent, black out
ü Customizable in sizes and print
ü Wide range of fabric weight and thickness
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BAMBOO/WOVEN WOOD BLINDS

CEILING MAKE-OVER
Besides the option of architectural cosmetics, they are often painted.
The effect of colour on ceilings is profound, for instance, an illusion of height could be
given to a low ceiling with a white paint. Though there are many ceiling treatment
options, MEV Designs expertise in the area of suspended ceiling is remarkable.

If you are a freak for natural things, bamboo blind affords you the opportunity to
customize your taste and choice and also make a statement beyond just décor. MEV
Designs bamboo blinds come in either roller or at roman style shades and dual optional
placements inside or outside the recess or on the window frame.

FEATURES
ü Great aesthetic power
ü Comprises natural elements like bass, remain and

bamboo sticks
ü Acoustic natural
ü Hand assembled, unique and rigorous work of art
ü Customizable in designs, sizes
ü Easy cleaning
ü Easy maintenance
ü Lining compliant
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CURTAINS
Curtains are fabrics that hang from a rod or valance in tailored, balloon, scarf, rufed,
swags, pleated, tie back designs.
The style of curtains is dictated by the variables of colours, texture, designs on fabrics and
the shape of space.
Besides the warmth, beauty, comfort, elegance and the homey atmosphere that trendy
and simple curtains add to a space, they give the window a chic touch. MEV Designs
offers you irresistible options for fabric, style and price that meet your expectations in
taste, choice and class.

FLOORING
Besides the texture, colour and size of ooring materials which determine the space,
aesthetics and the overall impression of a space, the functions, colour and trafc around
the space of the oor are equally important.
From laminate, oak planking with contrasting wood insets, ceramic, vinyl to marble or
granite ooring, MEV Designs offers the best options.
LAMINATE WOODEN FLOORING / PARQUET

They are synthetic ooring products with the simulating
books of hadwood, laminate tile, natural stones
amongst other ooring materials.
Laminate stone and tile patterns can offer ooring
elegance like tiles without the burden of grout cleaning
or cracking.

FEATURES
FEATURES
ü Impact resilience

ü Variety of fabrics
ü Wide range of sizes

ü Exceptional quality for cost
ü Variable designs
ü Wide range of colour

ü Abundance of styles

ü Easy cleaning

ü Nearly innite range of images, novelty colours and

ü No grout cleaning

items
ü More accommodation in price
ü Hand and machine washable, dry cleanable.

ü Stain repellent
ü Waxing not required
ü Fitting or complementing versatility
ü Superior fade resistance
ü Installation compliant with all grade levels
ü Installation of different kinds of sub oor
ü Highly durable
ü Safer for kids
ü Easily replaceable
ü Scratch or indentation resistance
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